USGS SW Florida Coastal Network
Continuous Monitoring Networks
- 15 minute intervals -

Different types of stations

- Tide, Discharge, and multiple water quality parameters
- Tide, Discharge, Salinity, and Temperature
- Tide, Salinity, and Temperature
- Tide and Discharge

List of station names and numbers available
DATA ACCESSABILITY

http://waterdata.usgs.gov/fl/nwis/sw
NEED STATION NAME OR NUMBER

- **Daily data** (MAX & MIN, or MEAN) for period of record (published & provisional data)

- **Real-time** continuous data (15 min.) for all parameters, up to 120 days (provisional data)

- **Historical 15 min. data** for some parameters are now available online
DAILY DATA

Mean Daily discharge

Maximum & Minimum Water Level (NAVD-88)
REAL-TIME DATA

Real-time water level

Real-time DO

---- Provisional Data Subject to Revision ----